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What do we know so far?

Web applications are the best way to deploy institute-wide 
systems.

Conventional PHP development is good for small teams, but 
makes the code inextensible and unmanageable after a point.

Model-View-Controller based design is especially suited for 
projects involving several people, each working on different 
modules.



Revision

No more hand-crafted SQL (almost!)

Clean separation of web designing and development.

Everyone can work on their own portion without worrying about 
how it will affect others.

MVC is self-documenting, it is easier to figure out what to do. 
Especially useful for code that is “handed-over” from one group 
to another.



Thinking in MVC

Separate three aspects of web development, which can be 
developed simultaneously by different teams:

Data Management and interface with the Data

Application logic, processing and flow control

Presenting to the data to the user, and collecting it



Models

Classes that represent tables in your database

Exports methods to query the data, extract, modify and delete

Models perform the exclusive function of providing a consistent 
interface to the database

No other portion should directly query the database, they should 
use only data structures provided by the model



Controllers

All your application logic, flow control, and processing go here

Calls methods from the Model to extract data structures, 
compare, modify and possibly write back to the database

Exports a set of variables to the next component: ‘View’ to 
display the user

Imports a set of variables from ‘Views’ after a form has been 
submitted to be processed



Views

Imports a set of variables from a controller to display

Mostly HTML with ‘echo $variable’ whereever required

NO programming is to be done here

EXCEPT when using AJAX to provide a more interactive user 
interface

Export form values to a controller for processing



How the pieces fit
We’ll take a look at the MVC architecture as it pertains to 
CakePHP, the web application framework used by NIGRAHA

what you should
be concerned with



What you would usually do



What you should do
Create a model: app/models/student.php



What you should do
Create a controller: app/controllers/students_controller.php



What you should do
And finally a view: app/views/students/top.ctp



The final step
Database configuration

Now access http://localhost/cake/students/top/8

http://localhost/cake/students/top/8
http://localhost/cake/students/top/8


Helpers
As discussed earlier, view creation can be made more 
programmatic with the use of helpers



Capturing Form Data
If you used the form helper, saving the data is as simple as:



Single view, Multiple roles
Notice in the controller we set some variables defining state. 
Let’s go back to the view:



Model Hooks
We want to call save(), but it must update the record, not create a 
new one if the student already exists:



Compound Models

Compound models simply make save() and read() calls simpler

We don’t use much of $hasMany or $hasAndBelongsToMany



Templating

You can specify different templates that are used to fill in the 
view.

We use three templates:

Default: app/views/layout/default.thtml

For Print: app/views/layout/print.thtml

For AJAX: app/views/layout/plain.thtml





Print Layout



A word on Coding Standards



Thank You!


